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Current models of nuclear architecture concur that nu-
clei of multicellular organisms contain chromosome ter-
ritories (CTs) (Cremer and Cremer 2010). It is now
generally accepted that nuclear arrangements of CTs, as
well as chromatin order within CTs, are nonrandom and
can undergo major changes during cell differentiation and
upon certain functional demands (Solovei et al. 2009;
Mehta et al. 2010; Schoenfelder et al. 2010). Chromatin
domains (CDs) with a DNA content of a few hundred kilo-
bases to several megabases (~1-Mb CDs) have been de-
scribed as basic structural features of CTs (Ma et al. 1998;
Cremer and Cremer 2001). Each ~1-Mb CD persists
throughout interphase and acts as a replication focus at a
given time during S phase (Sparvoli et al. 1994; Jackson
and Pombo 1998; Zink et al. 1999; Berezney et al. 2000).
In turn, ~1-Mb CDs are likely built up from multiple chro-
matin loops with a DNA content of some 50 to 200 kb
(Münkel et al. 1999; Li et al. 2006). However, structural
details of CDs and implications of dynamic interactions
in cis (within the same CT) and in trans (between different
CTs) on major nuclear functions, such as transcription,
splicing, and DNA replication and repair, are still not well
understood (Rouquette et al. 2010).

Conventional confocal images revealed a diameter of
~500 nm for replication foci (Albiez et al. 2006), whereas
diameters ranging between 40 and 210 nm were detected
at higher resolution (Koberna et al. 2005; Baddeley et al.
2009), indicating that conventional light optical measure-
ments were erroneous because of the limited resolution.
Arguably, CDs are built up from a hierarchy of chromatin
fibers and loops ranging from 10-nm- and 30-nm-thick
fibers to even higher levels of chromatin compaction. CTs
and ~1-Mb CDs are interconnected by chromatin fibers
and apparently constitute a global higher-order three-di-
mensional (3D) chromatin network (Albiez et al. 2006).

Evidence obtained by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-
EM) has shown that clumps of condensed chromatin are
composed of finely granular, rather homogeneous material
and called into question the presence of 30-nm-thick chro-
matin fibers in mitotic chromosomes (Maeshima and Eltsov
2008; Maeshima et al. 2010) or CTs (Bouchet-Marquis et
al. 2006; Eltsov et al. 2008). Arguably, nucleosome fibers in
vivo form an interdigitated state like a “polymer melt”
(Maeshima et al. 2010). The “polymer melt” concept implies
highly dynamic polymer chains constantly moving and re-
arranging at the local level (de Gennes 1979). Maeshima et
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We studied the nuclear topography of RNA transcription and DNA replication in mammalian cell types with super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy, which offers a resolution beyond the classical Abbe/Raleigh limit. Three-dimensional structured il-
lumination microscopy (3D-SIM) demonstrated a network of channels and wider lacunas, called the interchromatin compart-
ment (IC). The IC starts at nuclear pores and expands throughout the nuclear space. It is demarcated from the compact interior
of higher-order chromatin domains (CDs) by a 100–200-nm thick layer of decondensed chromatin, termed the perichromatin
region (PR). Nascent DNA, nascent RNA, RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II), as well as histone modifications for transcrip-
tionally competent/active chromatin, are highly enriched in the PR, whereas splicing speckles are observed in the interior of
the IC. In line with previous electron microscopic evidence, spectral precision distance/position determination microscopy
(SPDM) confirmed the presence of RNA Pol II clusters indicative of transcription factories. Still, a substantial part of tran-
scription apparently takes place outside of such factories. Previous electron microscopic evidence has suggested that the func-
tional nuclear organization of DNA replication depends on Brownian movements of chromatin between the CD interior and
the PR. As an incentive for future studies, we hypothesize that such movements also take place during transcription, i.e., only
the actually transcribed part of a gene may be located within the PR, whereas its major part, including previously or later tran-
scribed sequences, is embedded in a higher-order chromatin configuration in the interior of the CD.
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al. (2010) argued that selective intrafiber nucleosomal asso-
ciations, necessary for the formation of 30-nm-thick chro-
matin fibers, require dilute conditions present only in in vitro
systems. At high nucleosome concentrations that occur in
vivo, interfiber nucleosome interactions become increasingly
dominant, and nucleosome fibers are forced to interdigitate
with one another to an extent that “the nucleosome does not
‘know’ to which fiber it belongs.” Accordingly, these inves-
tigators have compared CDs with drops of viscous liquid
formed by nucleosome–nucleosome interactions and macro-
molecular crowding effects. Although they consider the
“polymer melt” as a highly disordered state, this model does
not exclude a highly dynamic, functionally important organ-
ization of such chromatin droplets. In line with the perichro-
matin region (PR) concept (Fakan and van Driel 2007) and
our present observations, the “chromatin liquid drop” model
predicts that transcription is inhibited inside of the chromatin
liquid drops and only allowed on the drop surfaces.

INTERCHROMATIN COMPARTMENT
AND PERICHROMATIN REGION

The chromosome territory–interchromatin compart-
ment (CT-IC) model argues for an interconnected network
of apparently DNA-free channels and lacunas, termed the
interchromatin compartment (IC), expanding in between
this global chromatin network (Cremer et al. 2000; Cremer
and Cremer 2001, 2010). The IC channels emanate at nu-
clear pores and expand both at the periphery of CTs and
into their interior. The interior of wider IC lacunas (≥400
nm) is apparently DNA-free and contains nuclear bodies
and splicing speckles (Albiez et al. 2006). The width of
IC channels is highly variable and likely influenced by
Brownian movements of CDs. This dynamic behavior al-
lows transient contacts of domain surfaces in cis and in
trans and thus provides opportunities for chromosomal re-
arrangements (Kreth et al. 2004a,b, 2007), as well as the
formation of nonrandom chromatin interactions, which
may be stabilized after a random contact (Lieberman-
Aiden et al. 2009; Schoenfelder et al. 2010). Furthermore,
the CT-IC model takes into account that the supposedly
more compact interior of CDs is separated from the IC by
a roughly 100–200-nm-thick layer of decondensed chro-
matin, called the perichromatin region (PR) (Fakan and
Hancock 1974; Fakan and van Driel 2007; Niedojadlo et
al. 2011). The PR is considered as the nuclear subcom-
partment where transcription, cotranscriptional splicing,
DNA replication, and possibly also DNA repair take place.
During ongoing transcription chromatin representing sin-
gle transcribed genes may be entirely located in a decon-
densed form within the PR. Alternatively, it seems
possible that only the actually transcribed part of a gene
is located within the PR, whereas chromatin carrying pre-
viously or later transcribed sequences is embedded in a
higher-order compaction in the interior of the CD.

Transcription occurs either in perichromatin fibrils (PFs)
located in the PR, or in transcription factories (TFs). PFs
represent the in situ form of individual nucleoplasmic RNA
transcripts and also the site where cotranscriptional splicing
occurs (Monneron and Bernhard 1969; Fakan 2004; Fakan

and van Driel 2007). Available data suggest that transcrip-
tion and, accordingly, most active RNA Pol II, might be re-
stricted to TFs (Cook 2010). The structure and composition
of TFs are far from being clear. They could serve as plat-
forms for efficient gene transcription of any gene placed in
the next neighborhood of any given factory. Alternatively,
specialized TFs have been reported, where specific genes
can be transcribed in a coregulated manner (Osborne et al.
2007; Schoenfelder et al. 2010). Whether the initiation of
transcription of individual genes occurs before or after their
association with such a factory is unknown. It has been
shown that TFs persist in the absence of transcription (Pal-
stra et al. 2008), and possibly a TF is not involved in the
start of the transcription, but in its enhancement.

Splicing speckles located in the IC supply splicing fac-
tors to PFs and TFs, whereas chromatin fibers spare
mainly, or even entirely, the interior of the IC, in particular,
the interior of wider IC lacunas (Albiez et al. 2006). The
IC may be compared with a meandering river featuring
many side arms, whereas the PR reflects its natural em-
bankment. The PR has a highly nonrandom topography,
yet, in contrast to an artificially designed embankment, its
configuration also has a stochastic component. The natural
embankment, for example, is not uniformly delimited
from the riverbed like a man-made concrete wall, but
rather extends more or less freely into the riverbed. No-
tably, IC channels start at nuclear pores and penetrate
through the underlying lamina (Schermelleh et al. 2008).
However, to which extent the PR or the IC or both may
serve as preferential nuclear compartments for the export
of spliced RNA to the nuclear pores is not known. Macro-
molecules apparently can invade compact chromatin
(Gorisch et al. 2003, 2005). Thus it can be argued that
RNPs on their way to nuclear pores may penetrate barriers
of chromatin. Further studies are necessary to learn more
about the penetration of macromolecules and macromol-
ecule complexes with different sizes and electric charges
into and through compact chromatin (Finan and Guilak
2010; Grünwald and Singer 2010).

The existence of both the IC and the PR as structurally
and functionally distinct nuclear subcompartments has been
disputed (Branco and Pombo 2006). Many schematic rep-
resentations of nuclear architecture in publications and text-
books still depict chromatin organization as 3D networks
of fibers. Although an interchromatin space exists between
such chromatin fiber networks, the respective models sug-
gest that transcription and other nuclear functions can be
carried out along decondensed 10- or 30-nm-thick chro-
matin fibers (for review, see Rouquette et al. 2010). 

MICROSCOPIC METHODS USED IN THE
PRESENT STUDY: 3D-SIM AND SPDM

The diverse states of higher-order chromatin organiza-
tion in different cell types show the demand for identify-
ing distinct cell-type/phase-specific features of single
fixed and living cells. Recently, the resolution limit of
classical light microscopy has been overcome by super-
resolution microscopy methods (for reviews, see Hell
2009; Huang et al. 2009; Cremer et al. 2010; Rouquette
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et al. 2010; Schermelleh et al. 2010). For a high-resolu-
tion examination of the nuclear topography of DNA, nas-
cent RNA, and nascent DNA, as well as RNA Pol II and
histone modifications H3K4me3 and H4K8ac, typical for
transcriptionally competent chromatin, we used two types
of light optical nanoscopy: three-dimensional structured
illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) (Gustaffson et al.
2008; Schermelleh et al. 2008) and spectral precision dis-
tance/position determination microscopy (SPDM) (Cre-
mer et al. 1999, 2010; Gunkel et al. 2009; Lemmer et al.
2009; Bohn et al. 2010). In SIM a fluorescent specimen
is illuminated with a series of sinusoidal striped patterns
of high spatial frequency generated by laser light passing
through a movable optical grating (Heintzmann and Cre-
mer 1999; Gustafsson 2000). The procedure yields
coarser, bar code–like interference patterns—moiré
fringes—in the microscope’s image plane, which are
recorded in different orientations. Processing of all ac-
quired images by dedicated computer algorithms yields
a high-resolution image of the underlying fine structure
with a lateral resolution increased by a factor of 2 beyond
the classical diffraction limit. With 3D-SIM an additional
twofold increase in the axial resolution can be achieved
(Gustafsson et al. 2008; Schermelleh et al. 2008). 3D-
SIM allows multispectral optical sectioning with a lateral
(x, y) resolution of 100–130 nm and an axial (x, z) reso-
lution of 250–300 nm. Thus, compared to conventional
confocal laser scanning microscopy, 3D-SIM detects en-
sembles of emitting fluorophores with an approximately
eightfold improved resolved volume (Schermelleh et al.
2010). SPDM, in contrast, allows time-resolved single-
molecule localization depending on the sequential imag-
ing of bursts of photons emitted from individual
“blinking” fluorophores with a localization accuracy of a
few nanometers in the lateral plane of the specimen. No-
tably, the serial recording of blinking fluorophores allows
the individual detection of two fluorophores, which even
have nearly the same spatial coordinates. Two blinking
fluorophores, which emit at different times, can be re-
solved down to a distance of ~10 nm. SPDM microscopy
is presently the most rapid procedure of spectrally as-
signed localization microscopy (SALM). Importantly,
blinking can be induced in conventional fluorophores,
such as GFP and Alexa dyes, using light at a given wave-
length and a critical illumination intensity in the object
plane. In contrast, related SALM techniques, such as pho-
toactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et
al. 2006) and stochastic optical reconstruction mi-
croscopy (STORM) (Rust et al. 2006), require a much
more time-consuming illumination of special, photo-
switchable fluorophores at two different wavelengths (for
reviews, see Cremer et al. 2010; Patterson et al. 2010).

In our present study, we used both 3D-SIM and SPDM.
3D-SIM was performed on a DeltaVision OMX V3 pro-
totype (Applied Precision). For SPDM, we used a proto-
type built in the C. Cremer laboratory at the University of
Heidelberg (Reymann et al. 2008; Gunkel et al. 2009). In-
direct immunofluorescence was performed with primary
antibodies carefully tested for their specificity (Konter-
mann et al. 1995; Chapman et al. 2007).

TOPOGRAPHY OF NUCLEAR DNA
STUDIED WITH 3D-SIM

C127 cells were derived from a mouse mammary tumor
(Lowy et al. 1978) and possess a quite large and flat nu-
cleus. Figure 1 shows light optical (x, y) and (z, x) sections
through a DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydro-
chloride)–stained nucleus obtained by 3D-SIM, as well as
a part of a 3D nuclear reconstruction. In line with a previ-
ous 3D electron microscopic study (Rouquette et al.
2009), the nucleus shows brightly stained chromocenters,
typically associated with the nuclear lamina or the peri-
nucleolar compartment (Németh et al. 2010). Further-
more, interconnected assemblies of CDs are visualized, in
line with EM/ESI data from Bazett-Jones and coworkers
(Ahmed et al. 2010). However, in the absence of a dedi-
cated labeling protocol, e.g., by a BrdU pulse, it is not pos-
sible to unequivocally discriminate individual CDs. The
resolution limit of 3D-SIM does not allow a more detailed
analysis of the possible contribution of 10-nm- and 30-
nm-thick chromatin fibers, or even 60–80-nm-thick
chromonema fibers. 3D-SIM, however, clearly delineates
the presence of an IC expanding between the 3D chro-
matin network. Its width ranges from wide lacunas (dia-
meters ≥400 nm) to narrow channels. The smallest
channels may provide access to the interior of ~1-Mb
chromatin domains. Because DAPI stains preferentially
AT-rich DNA, it does not exclude the possibility that GC-
rich DNA is present in the interior of wider IC channels
and lacunas. Unfortunately, current limitations precluded
the use of other DNA dyes useful for staining GC-rich
DNA. The sparsity, if not absence, of chromatin loops or
naked DNA in the interior of wider channels and IC lacu-
nas is supported by two additional findings: (1) a 3D elec-
tron microscopic study using a highly selective and
sensitive protocol for DNA staining at the ultrastructural
level (Rouquette et al. 2009) and (2) the probing of histone
modifications representative of transcriptionally compe-
tent chromatin (see below).

NUCLEAR TOPOGRAPHY OF RNA POL II
STUDIED WITH 3D-SIM

RNA Pol II together with numerous other proteins forms
the machinery for the synthesis of mRNA precursors, most
snRNAs and microRNAs. RNA Pol II consists of two major
subunits, RPB1 and RPB2 and 10 smaller subunits (Jackson
et al. 1998; Kimura et al. 2002). The carboxy-terminal do-
main (CTD) of its RPB1 subunit comprises multiple hep-
tapeptide repeats (52 in mammalian cells) of the consensus
sequence Y-S-P-T-S-P-S. The CTD domain is subject to
posttranslational modifications, including phosphorylation
of serine 2 and serine 5. Different phosphorylation states or
levels reflect stages and events of the transcription cycle.
For instance, the initiating form of RNA Pol II is phosphor-
ylated at serine 5 (Ser5P) and bound onto promoter sites of
genes, whereas the elongating (active) form is more heavily
phosphorylated at serine 2 (Ser2P). At the end of transcrip-
tion, the phosphorylation of serine 5 is removed by CTD
phosphatases, whereas Ser2P-RNA Pol II accumulates at
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Figure 1. Nuclear topography of DAPI-stained DNA. (A, left side) Lateral (x, y) (top) and orthogonal (x, z) (bottom)
optical cross-sections through a DAPI-stained C127 cell nucleus recorded with 3D-SIM. Bar, 5 µm. (Right side) 4x
Magnification of marked regions shown in the left images. Bar, 500 nm. (B) Part of a 3D reconstruction of the
nucleus in A. Note the lack of DAPI-stained DNA in the interior of IC lacunas. This lack is in line with previous
3D-EM studies demonstrating that the interiors of IC lacunas are not invaded by DNA loops (Rouquette et al. 2009).

the 3′ end of the gene (Egloff and Murphy 2008). To study
the nuclear topography of RNA Pol II in mouse C127 cells,
we made use of three monoclonal antibodies: Mouse mon-
oclonal antibody Pol 3/3, originally raised against the
Drosophila melanogaster RNA Pol II, recognizes an evo-
lutionarily conserved epitope in the largest subunit RPB1
(amino acids 806–820) (Kontermann et al. 1995). Rat mon-
oclonal antibodies 3E8 and 3E10 against Ser5P- and Ser2P-

RNA Pol II, respectively, were raised against synthetic pep-
tides containing two CTD consensus repeats (Chapman et
al. 2007; Akhtar et al. 2009). In agreement with the PR con-
cept outlined above, Figure 2 demonstrates the preferential
localization of RNA Pol II on the surfaces of DAPI-stained
CDs in a C127 cell nucleus using indirect immunofluores-
cence with a combination of Pol 3/3 and Ser2P-3E10, or
Pol 3/3 and Ser5P-3E8 antibodies. 
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NUCLEAR TOPOGRAPHY OF NASCENT
RNA, DNA, AND SER2P POL II

STUDIED WITH 3D-SIM

Figure 3A shows the nuclear topography of nascent RNA,
immunodetected after a 7-min BrUTP pulse performed by
scratch-labeling (Schermelleh et al. 2001), together with
Ser2P-RNA Pol II. As expected in the light of the findings
described above, discrete focal RNA signals were preferen-
tially found at the periphery of DAPI-stained CDs. Ser2P-
RNA Pol II signals showing a partial overlap with nascent
RNA may signify transcripts caught in status nascendi. In-
terestingly, a complete overlap of Ser2P-RNA Pol II and nas-
cent RNA signals is rarely seen in 3D-SIM images, in
contrast to the much more frequent findings of these signals
showing a side-by-side topography or being fully separated
from each other. These observations are in line with the as-
sumption that growing transcripts are released into the pe-
riphery of a transcription complex. Isolated nascent RNA
signals may represent RNA Pol II transcripts fully released
from the transcription machinery or, in case of nucleoli, rep-
resent transcripts produced by RNA Pol III. Because Ser2P-
RNA Pol II is enriched at 3′ ends of genes, isolated
Ser2P-RNA Pol II signals without associated nascent RNA
may represent RNA Pol II pausing at the end of transcribed
genes after the release of the transcribed RNA.

In a further experiment, scratch-labeling was used to
make C127 cells accessible for the uptake of both BrUTP
and ATTO 488-dUTP (15-min pulse) to visualize nascent
RNA and nascent DNA simultaneously in cells during S
phase. Figure 3B demonstrates the presence of nascent
DNA in the PR of an early S-phase nucleus. This finding
provides further evidence that this compartment is also re-
sponsible for DNA replication. With increasing pulse time,
we note more overlap of ATTO 488-dUTP-labeled DNA
with the interior of chromatin domains, suggesting chro-
matin movements between the surface and the interior of
CDs (data not shown; see also below) as previously found
in electron microscopic studies (Jaunin et al. 2000; Jaunin
and Fakan 2002). Future studies are presently under way
to address in more detail the spatiotemporal organization
of DNA replication. Sites of transcription and DNA repli-
cation are typically fully separated (Hughes et al. 1995;
Wei et al. 1998; Malyavantham et al. 2008a,b). In agree-
ment with 3D-SIM, spatially modulated illumination
(SMI) microscopy revealed 125 nm as an average diameter
of replication foci with a size range between 40 and 210
nm. This size range was conserved throughout S phase and
yielded threefold to fivefold more distinct replication foci
than previously reported (Baddeley et al. 2009). 

NUCLEAR TOPOGRAPHY OF SER5P-RNA
POL II AND HISTONE H2B-GFP

STUDIED WITH SPDM

Next, we have used two-color SPDM for “nanoimaging”
the spatial distribution of Ser5P-RNA Pol II in HeLa cells
stably expressing histone H2B-GFP (Fig. 4). Specimens were
illuminated and imaged as described by Gunkel et al. (2009).
Results of a quantitative evaluation of SPDM images (Fig.
5) suggest that the RNA Pol II distribution clearly deviates

from a random distribution. As a caveat, one needs to take
into account that Ser5P-RNA Pol II molecules were detected
by indirect immunofluorescence using secondary antibodies
conjugated to Alexa 568 (see “Considerations on Method-
ological Limitations”). To investigate quantitative properties
of RNA Pol II clusters, we determined for each Alexa 568
signal the number of neighboring Alexa 568 signals within
a radius of 100 nm (Fig. 5A). Signal accumulations were
considered as clusters suggesting a TF, when they met the
following criteria: (1) at least five signals were located within
a radius of 50 nm of a chosen reference signal; (2) signal
counts around the reference signal revealed a peak followed
by a sharp drop suggesting a border. Using these criteria, we
found that most clusters contained 20–30 Alexa 568 fluo-
rophore signals. As a limitation of these findings, it should
be noted that the sample volume of signals included the en-
tire depth of a given optical section (~600 nm). To overcome
this limitation, we are currently applying SPDM to ultrathin
nuclear sections. Figure 5B shows that the mean distance be-
tween two Alexa 568 signals within a cluster is 15.5 ± 4.5
nm, whereas the mean localization accuracy of an individual
signal is ~22 nm. From these data, we estimate an overall
structural resolution of 27 nm. Figure 5C indicates an aver-
age diameter of RNA Pol II clusters of ~100 nm with diam-
eters of individual clusters ranging from 40 to 198 nm. Our
analysis cannot exclude the existence of smaller clusters.
However, in order to detect them, a much higher density of
signals must be recorded, and more sophisticated quantitative
evaluation procedures must be developed (Bohn et al. 2010). 

Martin et al. (2004) used the monoclonal mouse antibody
H5 directed against Ser2P-RNA Pol II to visualize TFs. Size
measurements were carried out both with transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) and spatially modulated illumina-
tion (SMI) microscopy, another type of super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy particularly suited for accurate size
measurements of fluorescent objects in the order of 40–100
nm (Baddeley et al. 2009; Cremer et al. 2010). Using TEM,
Martin et al. (2004) determined a mean diameter of 45 nm
for potential TFs, whereas SMI microscopy yielded a mean
diameter for factories of ~80 nm. Eskiw et al. (2008) used
electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) and found that the size
of TFs ranged between 60 and 120 nm with an average of
87 nm. In summary, the results of 3D-SIM, SMI, SPDM,
TEM, and ESI consistently show that typical TF sizes are
well below the 200-nm resolution limit of standard fluores-
cence microscopes. Present differences between the out-
come of different approaches must be weighted with respect
to the profound methodological differences between various
approaches of light optical nanoscopy and electron mi-
croscopy (see “Considerations on Methodological Limita-
tions”). Nevertheless, all approaches have yielded a
common size overlap for TFs ranging from 40 to 85 nm.

NUCLEAR TOPOGRAPHY OF HISTONE
MODIFICATIONS H3K4ME3 AND H4K8AC

IN RELATION TO SER2P-RNA POL II
STUDIED WITH 3D-SIM

Figure 6 depicts a C127 cell interphase nucleus after dou-
ble immunolabeling with anti Ser2P-3E10 together with ei-
ther anti-H3K4me3 or anti-H4K8ac antibodies. These
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Figure 2. Nuclear topography of RNA Pol II visualized with wide-field fluorescence microscopy and 3D-SIM. (A) Comparison between
optical sections from a C127 cell nucleus obtained from deconvolved conventional wide-field images (a–g) and 3D-SIM images (a′–
g′). Ser-2P RNA Pol II (red) and Pol 3/3 (green) primary antibodies were used to mark the CTD domain repeats phosphorylated at
serine 2, and the RPB1 domain of the enzyme, respectively, together with secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 594 (red) and
Alexa 488 (green). DNA was counterstained with DAPI (gray). (a,a′) Equatorial nuclear section. (b,b′) Apical lateral (x, y) nuclear
section. Bar, 10 µm. (c,c′) 3x Magnified boxed region in a and a′. (d,d′) 3x Magnified boxed region in b and b′. Note that chromatin
pores in b′–d′ reflect IC channels expanding through chromatin located beneath nuclear pores and the lamina. Bar, 2 µm. (e,f,e′,f′) 3x
Magnified, boxed regions from c and c′. Bar, 500 nm. (g,g′) Axial (x, z) midsection. Bar, 2 µm. (Ba) Light optical section of a C127
cell nucleus obtained with 3D-SIM image after indirect immunolabeling with anti-Ser-5P RNA Pol II (red) and anti-RNA Pol 3/3
(green) antibodies and counterstained with DAPI (gray). Bar, 10 µm. (b) 3x Magnification of region marked in a. Bar, 2 µm. (c) 3x
Magnification of region marked in b. Bar, 500 nm. Note that RNA Pol II signals are highly enriched in the perichromatin region (PR)
in contrast to their sparse occurrence or entire lack in the interior of IC lacunas. 

histone modifications are typical for chromatin competent
for transcription or in the process of transcription (Bura-
towski 2009). H3K4me3 has been found to be enriched at
promoter regions of genes (Steiner et al. 2009; Wang et al.
2009). Ser2P-RNA Pol II (3E10) signals were typically
found closer toward the IC than H3K4me3 signals. The ob-
servation that H4K8ac and, in particular, H3K4me3 modi-
fications are highly enriched at the periphery of CDs
indicates a preferential location of promoter regions as well
as transcriptionally competent or active chromatin within the
PR. Moreover, the lack of substantial colocalization between
AT-rich DNA sequences stained with DAPI and these his-
tone marks suggests an enrichment of GC-rich sequences
within the PR. The fact that H4K8ac and H3K4me3 chro-
matin signatures were barely detected in the interior of IC
lacunas is in agreement with the prediction of the CT-IC
model that IC lacunas and wider channels (≥400 nm width)
are spared from chromatin fibers, whereas in narrow IC
channels, the neighboring PR regions are close enough to
allow direct chromatin associations or intermingling. As
mentioned above, Brownian motions of CDs also allow for
transient chromatin contacts that may be stabilized and be-
come permanent under certain conditions.

NUCLEAR TOPOGRAPHY OF SPLICING
SPECKLES AND SER2P-RNA POL II

STUDIED WITH 3D-SIM

Figure 7 shows the nuclear topography of splicing speck-
les in a human fibroblast nucleus probed with mouse-anti-
SC-35 antibodies (Albiez et al. 2006). Nuclear speckles were
first discovered by electron microscopists and termed “in-
terchromatin granule clusters.” The preferential distribution
of speckles in the interior of the IC noted in our present study
is in line with previous EM studies (Monneron and Bernhard
1969; von Schack et al. 1993). A recent study performed
with laser scanning microscopy took advantage of the pos-
sibility to manipulate the condensation of CDs and the width
of the IC in living cells in a fully reversible manner by the
transient incubation of cells in hyper-osmolar medium (Al-
biez et al. 2006). Notably, splicing speckles and nuclear bod-
ies are mainly detected in IC lacunas with a width ≥400 nm. 

FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE
INTERIOR OF CHROMATIN DOMAINS AND

THE PERICHROMATIN REGION

Our failure to detect essential components for transcrip-
tion in the interior of CDs does not result from a limited
accessibility to primary or secondary antibodies. Other

studies showed the penetration of antibodies detecting
transcriptionally silent chromatin into condensed chro-
matin, such as antibodies against histone methyl marks
(Zinner et al. 2006) or primate-specific histone variants
H3.X and Y (Wiedemann et al. 2010). Furthermore, the
formation of nascent RNA and nascent DNA in the PR is
in line with evidence obtained by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) using a postembedding immuno-gold
protocol (Jaunin and Fakan 2002; for review, see Rou-
quette et al. 2010). Here, cells were fixed with glutaralde-
hyde under conditions seemingly appropriate for a high
structural preservation and embedded in resin. Immuno-
gold detection was performed on ultrathin sections. This
approach allowed the binding of primary antibodies only
to epitopes exposed at section surfaces. Thus permeation
problems, which may limit studies of complete cells, were
excluded. EM studies using short pulses with labeled nu-
cleotides, as well as pulse-chase experiments, revealed
DNA replication sites in the PR (Fakan and Hancock
1974; Jaunin et al. 2000; Jaunin and Fakan 2002). These
studies demonstrated that segments of chromatin prone for
replication expand into the PR, became replicated, and
were subsequently relocated into the interior of CDs. In
HeLa cells, DNA replication was reported to take place in
nuclear body-like structures called replication factories
(Hozák et al. 1994; Philimonenko et al. 2006). 

With regard to transcription, dynamic interactions be-
tween the PR and the interior of CDs are expected, but
speculative at this stage. Two scenarios may be considered:
Scenario I: All coding DNA sequences and regulatory

sequences located at 5′ and 3′ ends of a given gene are
present in toto in the PR independent of their current tran-
scriptionally active or silent state. 
Scenario II: DNA sequences to be transcribed are only

in part present in the PR, whereas the major part of a given
gene is embedded as condensed chromatin in the interior
of CDs (Rouquette et al. 2010). This scenario argues for a
transcription process working hand in hand with a very
dynamic decondensation and recondensation process of a
gene’s chromatin in a sequential, stepwise manner. Ac-
cordingly, transcription would involve highly dynamic
local chromatin events albeit at scales that cannot be re-
solved by conventional light microscopy. Initially, the pro-
moter region may provide an address within the PR
necessary to initiate transcription. At this point, the first
5′ segment of the gene becomes exposed in the PR as a
fully decondensed segment, whereas the majority of the
gene is still embedded within the compact interior of the
CD. Whereas a segment of exons and/or introns is tran-
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Figure 3. Nuclear topography of nascent RNA, nascent DNA, and Ser2P-RNA Pol II. (a) Lateral (x, y), optical section recorded with
3D-SIM from a DAPI-stained (gray) C127 cell nucleus, fixed after a 7-min scratch labeling pulse with BrUTP, shows nascent RNA
(green) and Ser2p-RNA Pol II (red). Indirect immunofluorescence was performed with specific primary antibodies against B-labeled
epitopes and serine-2-phosphorylated CTD, respectively, followed by secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 594 (red) and to Alexa
488 (green), respectively. Bar, 10 µm. (b) 3x Magnification of region marked in a. Bar, 2 µm. (c–f) 3x Magnification of four regions
marked in b. Bar, 500 nm. (g) Axial, midsection (x, z) of the same nucleus. Bar, 2 µm. (h) 3x Magnification of region marked in g. Bar,
500 nm. Note the enrichment of nascent RNA and Ser2P-RNA Pol II signals at the periphery or on fibrillar protrusions of CDs. Note that
most nascent RNA is synthesized in the PR consistent with the localization of RNA Pol II in the PR but not in the interior of IC lacunas.
(Ba,a′) Partial views of a lateral (x, y) optical midsection from a C127 cell nucleus obtained with conventional wide-field deconvolution
(a) and 3D-SIM (a′) show the topography of nascent RNA (red) and nascent DNA (green) in the context of DAPI-stained DNA (gray).
Bar, 2 µm. The nucleus was fixed 15 min after a scratch-labeling pulse with both BrUTP and dUTP, directly conjugated to the fluorescent
dye ATTO 488 (green). B-labeled epitopes in newly synthesized RNA were detected by indirect immunofluorescence with specific
primary antibodies and secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 594 (red). (b,b′) 3x Magnification of the region marked in a′. (c,c′) The
same region with DAPI-stained DNA only. Bar, 500 nm. Note that both nascent DNA and nascent RNA were synthesized in the PR, but
not in the interior of IC lacunas.
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Figure 4. Nuclear topography of Ser5P-RNA Pol II and histone H2B studied with SPDM. (a1) Two-color SPDM image from a light
optical plane through a HeLa cell nucleus. Ser5P-RNA Pol II was detected with specific primary and secondary antibodies conjugated
to Alexa 568 (red). H2B-GFP was detected with anti-GFP and secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 488 (green). Bar, 10 µm. The
image was blurred with a Gaussian kernel corresponding to the estimated mean localization accuracy of individual photon emitting,
that is, “blinking,” fluorophores of ~20 nm (for details, see Gunkel et al. 2009). (a–e) Magnifications of the region marked by the
large box in a1. Bar, a, 500 nm. (a′–e′) Further magnification of the regions marked by a box in a–e. Bar, a′, 100 nm. These images
allow a comparison of the resolution obtained with conventional wide-field epifluorescence microscopy before (a,a′) and after pro-
cessing with a high-pass filter to reduce background (Jähne 2005) (b,b′) (NA = 1.4, λ = 520 nm, resulting in an FWHM of ~200 nm)
with the resolution of SPDM (c–e and c′–e′). (c,c′) For comparison with b and b′ the SPDM images shown in d and d′ were convoluted
with a simulated conventional wide-field PSF (Point Spread Function) with added background noise. (d,d′)  In this image, individual
positions of “blinking” fluorophores were blurred with Gaussian kernels corresponding to the localization accuracy of these signals,
emphasizing the potential of SPDM to localize individual proteins of interest via conjugated fluorophores. (e,e′) Positions of single
fluorophores represent the peaks of the Gaussian approximation calculated from the photons emitted from each individual “blinking”
fluorophore (for further explanation, see Fig. 9 in Cremer et al. 2010). Note that b′ shows an empty resolution, notwithstanding attempts
of digital improvement, whereas e′ resolves the positions of individual, “blinking” fluorophores. (f–i,f ′–i′) Enlargements of four regions
marked by small boxes in a1 (bar, 100 nm) indicate additional clusters of Ser5P-RNA Pol II (cf. d′ and e′). 
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scribed, the next segment of the gene is becoming fully
decondensed and located into the PR. Transcribed DNA
segments are rapidly reconfigured into a higher-order
chromatin compaction and relocated into core chromatin
beneath the PR. Moreover, it seems possible that silent
genes together with their promoter region are fully em-
bedded in the interior of CDs. This hypothesis implies that
the transcriptional activation of a fully inactive gene re-
quires its translocation to the PR as a first step.

FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
THE PERICHROMATIN REGION AND THE

INTERCHROMATIN COMPARTMENT

We hypothesize that the IC is the nuclear compartment
that provides the necessary supply of factors for transcrip-
tion, cotranscriptional splicing, DNA replication, and re-
pair to the PR (Rouquette et al. 2010). Splicing speckles,
for example, located in the interior of the IC are a storage

Figure 5. Quantitative evaluation of SPDM images. (A) The histogram shows the frequency of clusters with different numbers of
Ser5P-Pol II signals (range: ~10–80 signals per cluster; mean value: 33.1 ± 17.0 signals per cluster) detected by indirect immunoflu-
orescence using secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 568 (cf. Fig. 4; see text for further explanation on cluster determination).
Although it seems reasonable to correlate the signal of a single, blinking Alexa 568 fluorophore with a single RNA Pol II molecule,
two caveats complicate this interpretation. First, the presence of some noninformative signals due to unspecific binding of Alexa 568–
tagged, secondary antibodies, could result in an overestimation of nonclustered Ser5P-Pol II. Second, because anti-Ser5P-Pol II anti-
bodies may bind to several of the 52 repeats present in a single CTD, the exact relationship between signal counts and the number of
RNA Pol II molecules is presently not known. (B) Mean distance between single, mapped Alexa 568 fluorophores, arguably repre-
senting the localization of single RNA Pol II molecules, as a function of the cluster area and density. x axis: Total area measured for
each RNA Pol II signal cluster; y axis: mean signal distance per cluster. For these data, an average signal localization accuracy of 22
nm was determined. (C) Histograms show the estimated minimum (d

min
: blue) and maximum (d

max
: red) diameters of detected RNA

Pol II clusters. Only clusters exhibiting a normal signal distribution were included in these measurements. Mean d
min

value: 87 nm
(±30 nm); mean d

max
value: 112 nm (±39 nm). The data indicate an average size of 100 nm (±33 nm) for these clusters with a range

from 40 to 198 nm. (D) Distribution of H2B-GFP and Ser5P-RNA Pol II signal densities. The red curve delineates the number of
RNA Pol II neighboring signals counted within a 100-nm radius around a given RNA-Pol II signal, the green curve the number of
neighboring H2B-GFP signals counted within a 100-nm radius around a reference H2B-GFP signal. The circle marked by an asterisk
in the schemes below represents the central molecule of reference surrounded by the same type of neighboring molecules. (E) Corre-
lation of H2B-GFP and Ser5P-RNA Pol II signal densities. The red curve delineates the number of RNA Pol II neighboring signals
counted within a 100-nm radius around a given H2B-GFP signal. The green curve depicts the number of H2B-GFP signals counted
within a 100-nm radius around Ser5P-RNA Pol II signals. Schematic representation of examples for each type of measurement. In the
schemes below, the circle marked by an asterisk represents the central molecule of reference surrounded by a different type of neigh-
boring molecules. Our data suggest that increased densities of RNA Pol II are associated with decreased densities of H2B and—in
connection with the enrichment of RNA Pol II in the PR (cf. Figs. 2, 3, 7)—support a decreased chromatin condensation in the PR.
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Figure 6. Nuclear topography of histone modifications H3K4me3 and H4K8ac in relation to Ser2P-RNA Pol II. (Aa) 3D-SIM optical
section from a DAPI-stained (gray) C127 cell nucleus following immunodetection of Ser2P-RNA Pol II (red) and H3K4me3 (green)
with specific primary antibodies and secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 594 (red) and to Alexa 488 (green), respectively. Bar,
10 µm. (b) 3x Magnification of the region marked in a. Bar, 2 µm. (c–f) 3x Magnification of regions marked in b; (c′–f ′) same images
with DAPI staining only. Bar, 500 nm. (Ba) 3D-SIM optical section from a DAPI-stained (gray) C127 cell nucleus following Ser2P-
RNA Pol II (red) and H4K8ac (green) immunodetection with specific primary antibodies and secondary antibodies conjugated to
Alexa 594 and to Alexa 488, respectively. Bar, 10 µm. (b) 3x Magnification of the region marked in a. Bar, 2 µm. (c) 3x Magnification
of region marked in b. Bar, 500 nm. Note that both H3K4me3- and H4K8ac-modified nucleosomes are enriched in the PR in addition
to RNA Pol II, but excluded from the interior of IC lacunas.

site of transcription factors. These factors migrate by dif-
fusion to the PR and provide the necessary supply for co-
transcriptional RNA splicing. Spliced and protein-
packaged mRNAs are then released into the IC, which
may also provide the essential compartment for the export
of ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) to the nuclear periphery,
where IC channels end at nuclear pores. Nuclear bodies,
such as PML bodies located in the IC, may also provide
factors to initiate and/or maintain transcription going on
in the PR (Tashiro et al. 2004).

PERICHROMATIN REGION
AND NUCLEAR MATRIX

Our data suggest that scaffold/matrix attachment regions
(S/MARs), which establish loop domains and have a key
role in priming regions of the genome for transcription
(Linnemann et al. 2009), are located in the PR. A nuclear
matrix has been proposed as “the site of organization for
replication, transcription and posttranscriptional process-
ing” (Berezney and Coffey 1975; Berezney et al. 1995).

A

B
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Figure 7. Nuclear topography of splicing speckles and Ser2P-RNA Pol II. (a) 3D-SIM optical section and (a′) wide-field deconvolved
section of a DAPI-stained (gray) human fibroblast. Ser2P RNA Pol II (red) and SC-35 (green) were immunodetected with specific
primary antibodies and secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 594 (red) and to Alexa 488 (green), respectively. Bar, 10 µm. (b) 3x
Magnification of the region marked in a. Bar, 2 µm. (c,d) 3x Magnification of the two regions marked in b. Bar, 500 nm. Note that
splicing speckles are typically located in the interior of IC lacunas in contrast to the preferential localization of RNA Pol II in the PR.

The nuclear matrix concept emphasizes a framework of
branched 10-nm-thick core filaments (Nickerson et al.
1997), to which proteins involved in major nuclear func-
tions are directly or indirectly attached. Proteins generating
the core filaments, however, have not been identified so
far despite considerable efforts. Nevertheless, a dynamic
nuclear matrix may help to organize the complex biochem-
istry involved in major nuclear functions. The nuclear ma-
trix proteome has been “operationally defined as the
proteins from cells and tissue that are extracted following
a specific biochemical protocol; in brief, the soluble pro-
teins and lipids, cytoskeleton, and chromatin elements are
removed in a sequential fashion, leaving behind the pro-
teins that compose the NM” (Albrethsen et al. 2009). This

biochemical nuclear matrix is exceedingly variable in its
protein composition. Rather than being a rigid, invariant
nuclear skeleton involved in the arrangement of CTs (Hu-
bert and Bourgeois 1986), the core matrix may represent
a “dynamic sponge with open compartments for free dif-
fusion in the nucleoplasm…” (Donald S. Coffey; quoted
in Albrethsen et al. 2009). Considering the sponge-like ar-
chitecture of CTs, built up from interconnected CDs and
pervaded by IC channels, we argue that one should search
for such a core matrix in the PR. A core matrix may be
built up and degraded locally depending on its role in the
structural organization of various essential functions taking
place in the PR. Given the still questionable nature of a
core matrix, its actual contribution in nuclear function and
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possibly also in higher-order chromatin organization re-
mains to be seen. Large-scale chromatin structures may
rather be a problem of chromatin self-organization (Sin-
clair et al. 2010).

TRANSCRIPTION AND DNA REPLICATION:
A CASE OF FUNCTIONAL NUCLEAR

ARCHITECTURE IN MOTION

We consider the PR as the nuclear compartment where
chromatin replication, transcription, cotranscriptional
splicing, and DNA repair take place (Solimando et al.
2009; Rouquette et al. 2010). These functions require dy-
namic interactions between the interior of CDs and the
PR. Although movements of transcription and replication
machineries, respectively, along DNA strands cannot be
ruled out, it seems more likely that these machineries are
fixed within the PR, whereas DNA is moving (Cook
2010). To which extent nuclear structure may beget nu-
clear functions or, alternatively, to which extent nuclear
functions may prime nuclear structure, is an old, still unan-
swered question. Although we consider some evidence for
or against either case below, we think that the problem
may reflect our desire for simple cause-and-effect solu-
tions. In reality, linear cause-and-effect models may turn
out to be invalid, giving way to network concepts of inter-
connected causes and effects, where effects directly or in-
directly retroact on their causes. 

Does Structure Beget Function?

Differential arrangements of early-replicating chromatin
in the nuclear interior and mid-replicating chromatin at the
nuclear periphery have been noted in evolutionary distant
species ranging from humans to single-cell eukaryotes. The
heterochromatic, transcriptionally inert micronuclei of the
ciliate Stylonychia lemnae provide a case in point where this
organization can be demonstrated during S phase despite
the absence of transcription. All coding RNAs necessary
for the synthesis of proteins involved in chromatin replica-
tion in the transcriptionally inert micronucleus are provided
by the transcriptionally active macronucleus. Replication
occurs in foci-like structures showing spatial and temporal
patterns similar to the replication of ~1-Mb CDs in nuclei
of higher eukaryotes (Postberg et al. 2005, 2008). 

Does Function Beget Structure? 

The transcription of ribosomal genes (by RNA Pol I)
and of tRNA genes (by RNA Pol III) results in specific
changes of their topography with respect to the nucleolus.
Notably, these topographical changes are preceded by
transcriptional activation. Accordingly, these genes pro-
vide paradigms for the hypothesis that transcription may
be involved as a causal factor in the establishment of spe-
cific patterns of higher-order chromatin organization.

Gene clustering has recently been observed for the
tRNA genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where 274
tRNA genes are arranged at the nucleolus. This arrange-
ment depends on the transcriptional activity of tRNA
genes. Transcriptionally activated, but not transcriptionally

silent tRNA genes are translocated from the periphery of
the nucleus to the surface of the nucleolus (Haeusler and
Engelke 2006).The nucleolus is also a prominent example
for clustering of genes for ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Ribo-
somal genes are transcriptionally repressed during mitosis.
Immediately after mitosis, transcription of ribosomal
genes is reactivated, and specific nucleolar structures are
established at each gene cluster resembling small nucleoli.
Experiments in yeast have revealed that the active tran-
scription of ribosomal genes is an indispensable, but prob-
ably also sufficient prerequisite for the formation of
nucleolar structures including (1) the fibrillar center (FC),
the place of rRNA transcription; (2) the surrounding dense
fibrillar component (DFC) where rRNA maturation takes
place; and (3) the granular component (GC), for ribosome
assembly and transport to the nucleoplasm. Ribosomal
genes displaced to other chromosomes can participate in
the nucleolus formation, only if these genes are transcrip-
tionally active (Trumtel et al. 2000). Apparently, the merge
of several small nucleoli into a large nucleolus occurs
mainly at the level of the GC structure, whereas ribosomal
gene clusters from different chromosomes remain largely
separated. Because genomic DNA has not been detected
so far in the GC structure, it is tempting to speculate that
transcripts derived from the rRNA gene locus, and/or pro-
teins binding to these RNAs, could be critically involved
in the formation and maintenance of the merged GC struc-
ture of large nucleoli. 

Whereas RNA Pol I– and Pol III–transcribed genes pro-
vide support for the hypothesis that transcriptional events
may cause a reorganization of certain features of the nuclear
architecture, only little is known so far for RNA Pol II–tran-
scribed genes. The transcriptome of Pol II is much more
complex compared to the transcriptomes of RNA Pol I and
RNA Pol III. Nuclear distribution patterns of Ser5P-RNA
Pol II studied by SPDM underline the possibilities of quan-
titative measurements, but our study should still be consid-
ered as work in progress. At face value, our present SPDM
analysis suggests that only ~10% of Ser5P-RNA Pol II mol-
ecules were present in bona fide TFs. Accordingly, most
genes may be transcribed outside TFs. Although compar-
isons with results from other groups depend to some extent
on the criteria used for the definition of TFs, such a con-
clusion would be in conflict with previous studies from
Cook and coworkers, who have argued that ~95% of tran-
scription may be carried out within TFs (Faro-Trindade and
Cook 2006; Cook 2010). As a caveat of the present study,
we emphasize that RNA Pol II was detected by indirect im-
munofluorescence. Accordingly, the analyzed patterns re-
flect the localization of fluorophore conjugated secondary
antibodies. Imaging procedures able to record single emit-
ting fluorophores are extremely sensitive to background and
require the removal of nonspecifically bound secondary an-
tibodies as completely as possible. Although we took care
to wash preparations extensively after each immunodetec-
tion step, we reserve a final statement until further imaging
studies with SPDM are completed. Artifacts due to non-
specifically bound primary or secondary antibodies can be
overcome by the direct conjugation of a fluorophore to a
nuclear protein of interest.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

We examined the nuclear topography of DNA, nascent
RNA, and nascent DNA, as well as RNA Pol II and histone
modifications typical for transcriptionally competent/ac-
tive chromatin. Observations with 3D-SIM demonstrate a
strong enrichment of these components both at the surface
of CDs and on occasional chromatin fibers expanding into
the IC. We hypothesize that the functional nuclear organi-
zation of transcription and DNA replication occurs in the
PR and depends on dynamic interactions between the ex-
posure of transcriptionally silent chromatin located in the
interior of CDs and CD surfaces, whereas the IC serves as
a storage site for the supply of proteins essential for tran-
scription, cotranscriptional splicing, and other functions
going on in the PR. The IC may also serve as a special
compartment for RNA export, as indicated by IC channels
ending at the nuclear pores (Schermelleh et al. 2008; this
study). At this point, however, we do not know whether
RNPs can penetrate efficiently even through condensed
chromatin and thus find their way to nuclear pores inde-
pendently of the IC system. In case a decisive role for
large-scale movements of CDs and loops or even entire
CTs can be further substantiated, we need to figure out
whether Brownian motions are sufficient for an explana-
tion or whether mechanisms for directed movements must
be involved (Strickfaden et al. 2010, 2011). 

Our study shows that narrow IC channels can be filled
with decondensed chromatin representing the PRs from
two closely neighboring CDs, whereas the interior of IC
lacunas is the home of splicing speckles and likely also of
certain nuclear bodies but is spared from chromatin. This
observation argues that differences between the CT-IC
model and the ICN model with respect to the problem of
chromatin intermingling are to some extent a question of
scale rather than principle. Present evidence demonstrates
the importance of the PR and IC as functionally relevant
nuclear compartments, which should be distinguished
from the compact interior of CDs. Arguably, the PR con-
stitutes the euchromatic nuclear compartment, whereas
the interior of CDs constitutes a heterochromatic compart-
ment. For better understanding of higher-order chromatin
organization, it is important to distinguish between giant
chromatin loops, which may deeply invade into a neigh-
boring CT or even connect widely separated CTs in trans,
and small-sized chromatin loops invading the PR. A
genome-wide approach for quantitative measurements of
chromatin loop sizes and chromatin loop compaction in
different cell types would be helpful for this purpose. 

Considerations on Current Methodological
Limitations and Future Improvements

Because each microscopic approach has its own advan-
tages and disadvantages, correlative microscopy provides
the best chance for reliable results (for reviews, see Rou-
quette et al. 2010; Schermelleh et al. 2010). Correlative
microscopy implies the sequential use of different ap-
proaches to study the same cell first in its living and then
in its fixed state. 3D-structured illumination microscopy

provides images with a resolution down to 100 nm,
whereas spectrally assigned localization microscopy has
made it possible to localize high numbers of individual,
fluorophore-tagged macromolecules with nanometer ac-
curacy. Whereas simple intensity thresholding can often
be conveniently used to remove “diffuse” background in
conventional fluorescence microscopic images, this is not
possible in the case of single-molecule detection proce-
dures. A solution of this problem requires the development
of new ways of thresholding, for example, based on the
local density of signals. 

Fixation artifacts are a nightmare for every microscopist,
as they may lead to structural changes compared with the
in vivo situation. TEM using postembedding protocols is
presently superior in resolution, but conclusions are some-
times complicated because of the typically sparse label
density of gold grains. The use of specimens prepared by
rapid cooling for cryo-EM bears the promise that the to-
pography of all molecules in the specimen is maintained
in a close-to-native state. Whereas EM is principally lim-
ited to studies of fixed cells, we expect that several, next-
generation approaches of light optical nanoscopy will
allow studies of living cells with nanometer resolution at
the level of single fluorophore-tagged macromolecules. 

Understanding Nuclear Architecture Requires
a Combination of High-Throughput Molecular
Studies with Super-Resolution Microscopy

in Space and Time

Older images depicting higher-order chromatin organi-
zation tended to show chromatin as an unordered network
of intermingling chromatin fibers, whereas recent ones
take into account compelling evidence for specific chro-
matin interactions in cis (within a given CT) and in trans
(between different CTs) derived from chromosome con-
formation capture (3C) approaches (Dekker et al. 2002; de
Laat and Grosveld 2007; Osborne et al. 2007). In combi-
nation with high-throughput sequencing, a recent improve-
ment of this method, termed Hi-C, has allowed mapping
of DNA–DNA interactions in cis and in trans at ~1-Mb
resolution (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009). Notably, data
obtained by 3C approaches are based on the statistic eval-
uation of such interactions in large cell numbers. The res-
olution of DNA–DNA interactions by Hi-C beyond 1 Mb
at finer scales is possible, but requires much higher reads.
The method has therefore inherent limitations, when cell
numbers are small, for example, in studies of early devel-
opmental stages (Koehler et al. 2009), or in case of hetero-
geneous cell populations, a common problem not only in
tissues but also in in vitro cell cultures. Hi-C is particularly
suited to study homogeneous cell populations or basic fea-
tures of nuclear organization present in diverse cell types. 

Another seminal approach is the genome-wide analysis
of protein–DNA interactions using chromatin immuno-
precipitation combined with DNA microarrays (ChIP on
Chip) (Kim and Ren 2006) or DNA adenine methyltrans-
ferase identification (DamID) (van Steensel and Henikoff
2000). The latter approach, for example, has made possi-
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ble a genome-wide characterization of DNA sequences in-
teracting with the lamina underpinning the nuclear enve-
lope in Drosophila melanogaster and human cells (Kind
and van Steensel 2010). Currently, a single DamID assay
can be performed with ~100,000 cells and most likely
with even less. Single-cell DamID may become possible,
but because the Dam methylation events at any given
locus are stochastic (yes or no events), such a single-cell
assay would give a very noisy picture (B. van Steensel,
pers. comm.). 

In summary, high-throughput molecular biological ap-
proaches combined with innovative microscopic ap-
proaches provide the most promising route toward
unraveling 3D (space) and four-dimensional (4D; space
and time) topographical interactions of CDs with the ma-
chineries for major nuclear functions, such as transcription
and DNA replication. 

On the Necessity of an Evolutionary Approach
to the Functional Nuclear Organization

Comparative evolutionary studies are an essential task
to distinguish nuclear architectural features, which are
conserved both in single-cell eukaryotes and multicellular
species, from those that are species- and/or cell-type-spe-
cific (Postberg et al. 2010). Such studies should not be be-
littled as being only descriptive in comparison to
mechanistic studies performed at the molecular level. The
current wealth of molecular studies exploring the mecha-
nisms of mitosis and cell division would not be possible
without the detailed, quantitative description of this
process starting in the second half of the 19th century. We
need detailed, quantitative information on the possible
range of nuclear phenotypes, which evolved both within
and between species. Such studies provide the phenome-
nological basis on which mechanistic hypotheses can be
developed and experimentally tested. 

The evolution of the functional nuclear organization
may be compared with the origins of a natural landscape
(Cremer et al. 2006). The proper, cell-type-specific use of
genetic information may essentially depend on a multitude
of nuclear landscapes. Francois Jacob has fittingly com-
pared evolution with a tinkerer (Jacob 1977). The evolu-
tionary tinkerer, in contrast to a group of clever engineers,
has no foresight, but is driven by unplanned mutations in
the never-ending trials of modifying proteins and putting
them together in unexpected ways (Alon 2003). Anything
goes, which does not fall victim to the constraints of nat-
ural evolution, including not only selection, but also
chance or simply bad luck. To quote Charles Darwin,
“There is grandeur in this view of life,” which explains
the evolution of “endless forms most beautiful and most
wonderful.” This view enforces a detailed, quantitative de-
scription of the various nuclear landscapes that have been
realized during evolution in different species and cell
types. Lacking this information, we can presently not even
envisage the still unexplored variability of molecular
mechanisms involved in the range of functional nuclear
organizations that may have been realized to date in dif-
ferent species and cell types. 
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